In customer projects and operations, developers often do not have suitable data constellations available in the SAP Financial Product Subledger (FPSL) to test newly developed functions or error corrections. This often means that additional correction and transport cycles are necessary before a release for the production system can be granted. Manual entry of true-to-original data constellations in the development and test systems is often not an alternative since it is very time-consuming and error-prone due to extensive dependencies between the contract objects.

Our Solution

**ADWEKO act 4FPSL** allows to transfer complete contract constellations from one FPSL system to another in order to support developers in the implementation and testing with production-related data sets.

The data to be transferred can be made anonymous and checked manually before transfer.

Functions

- Automated compilation of test data portfolios based on contract characteristics and key figures and updating at the push of a button.
- Transfer of test data: You select individual data sets or test portfolios and the add-on transfers these test transactions including all relevant functional dependencies.
- Versatile anonymization functions for data masking and data protection compliance.
- Authorization check and logging: Each data transfer is authorization checked and logged for traceability.

Challenges

Reduce your effort to manage and create test data by 80%
Increase test coverage considerably
Mask and anonymize your data and duplicate them at the push of a button

Use Cases

- Test data supply of systems without data delivery (e.g. development systems, when adapting data delivery routes, sandbox systems)
- Recurring test data creation for regular regression tests from production and reference test systems
- Transfer of individual data test sets to development and test systems for the adjustment and correction of production errors


All ADWEKO add-ons are available in German and English as standard, enable the design of a differentiated authorization check and are modular for (customer-specific) expansion options.
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